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“There is something different about you.... Did you get a haircut?” More than your favorite shoes, bag, or jacket, your hairstyle is with you every single moment of the day. Just as college can shift your perspective on just about everything, a quick trip to the barber or hair salon can do the same for how people perceive you visually. If you are not looking to take that big of a step, then grab a new hat or pair of glasses...just don’t get a face tattoo. Anything that frames the face makes a big difference on how people perceive you. If your new haircut doesn’t quite work out, then just remember it will grow back. College is all about experimenting anyways, right?

TEXTURES AND LAYERING
Whenever winter settles in, freshmen learn, and upperclassmen are reminded, that it does actually get cold in South Carolina. Really cold sometimes. While dropping temps may make walking to an 8:30 class on a Friday morning even more unbearable, it makes for great street-style weather. Cold weather means layers and textures on top of even more layers and textures. Wool, cashmere, denim, tweed, flannel, corduroy, and leather all piled together create a visual depth that is only achieved once the mild temps of fall give way to frosty mornings. Your toes and fingers may be numb, but at least you look as cool as you feel.